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1- You ………….. have left home sooner. Now who is going to tell the boss that we could not take part

in the meeting because we missed the train.
1. must

2. should

3. may

4. might

2- Nothing can shake his trust ………… God. He is a faithful person.
1. in

2. to

3. on

4. at

3- He has been working all year long, ………. he is going to take a vacation during the summer.
1. yet

2. or

3. so

4. nor

4- The next program starts in a few minutes; ………. , you can enjoy some music.
1. in other words

2. in fact

3. in addition

4. in the meantime

5- She couldn’t speak French well; ……….. , she didn’t enjoy her trip to France.
1. afterwards

2. therefore

3. moreover

4. besides

3. not to try

4. did not try

6- The thief warned my sister ………… anything funny.
1. to not try

2. do not try

7- Would you please tell me how ……….. to the bus station?
1. to get

2. get

3. gets

4. getting

3. returned

4. return

3. which

4. whom

8- She had insisted that he ………. in the morning.
1. to return

2. returns

9- I know the woman ………… purse has been stolen.
1. who

2. whose

10- My son has been studying very hard since the new course………… .
1. began

2. has begun

3. begins

4. would begin

11- He looks as if he ……….. a ghost. In fact, he didn’t see a ghost. He was just very shocked.
1. sees

2. saw

3. had seen

4. has seen

12- If he ………….. classes more often, he would be more successful.
1. has attended

2. attends

3. is attending

4. attended

3. was packed

4. packed

13- She was very happy while ……….. her suitcases.
1. packing

2. to pack

14- …………. some parts of the world get an abundance of rain, others get a little.
1. When
4  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. While

3. what
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4. Despite
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15- The police officer accused me of ………. on the freeway.
1. speeds

2. to speed

3. speed

4. speeding

16- A the end of his letter, George has written he is looking forward to ………… from you.
1. hearing

2. hear

3. heard

4. being hear

17- She was sorry ……….. losing that good job opportunity.
1. on

2. with

3. about

4. for

18- My sister helped me ………… the outline of that paragraph.
1. written

2. writing

3. to writing

4. write

19- She was delighted …………. her best friend back to work.
1. saw

2. see

3. seeing

4. to see

20- He was strong enough ……….. so much pressure at work.
1. tolerate

2. to tolerate

3. tolerating

4. tolerates

21- It has been almost impossible for her …………. away from her family.
1. to live

2. living

3. live

4. lives

22- The dinner ………… now is for the members of the committee.
1. to preparing

2. be prepared

3. being prepared

4. been prepared

23- I overheard him ………… his salesclerk for the mistake.
1. reprimanded

2. to reprimand

3. reprimands

4. reprimanding

3. To eat

4. To have eaten

24- ………….. too much, he felt sleepy.
1. Being eaten

2. Having eaten

25- There are many people in the world who are afraid to fly; …………, air travel is very popular.
1. even though

2. in other words

3. in order that

4. provided that

26- The seats were so ………. that we didn’t want to get up.
1. comfortable

2. comfortably

3. comfort

4. to comfort

27- …………. Shakespeare died in 1616, he had wri-en more than 37 plays before then.
1. As soon as

2. While

3. Once

4. By the time

28- When I was a little kid, I …………. play hide and seek with Sally and Tom every day. But I don’t do

that anymore.
1. had better
4  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. used to

3. ought to
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4. would rather
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29- Whicho of the following sentences has correct punctuation?
1. The hospital needs to improve soon. The patients, otherwise, will start to complain about so many

different things.
2. The hospital needs to improve soon. The patients otherwise, will start to complain about so many

different things.
3. The hospital needs to improve soon, otherwise the patients will start to complain about so many

different things.
4. The hospital needs to improve soon the patients will start to complain about so many different

things; otherwise.
30- What …………………. is his rejection of that good offer.
1. can’t I understand

2. I can’t understand

3. am I able to understand

4. couldn’t I understand

31- Neither is he very mean, ------------ is he very generous.
1. nor

2. or

3. either

4. also

32- The doctor asked ---------- I felt okay. I told him that I didn’t feel well.
1. whether

2. what

3. that

4. so

33- Which of the following words should be deleted from the sentence below?

"I am looking for the books that she bought them in Vienna last week."
1. for

2. that

3. them

4. in

34- I will enjoy living with my brother ---------------- they keep the apartment clean.
1. as long as

2. unless

3. by the time

4. even if

35- They would like to buy the old house rather than the new one, ……….
1. aren’t they

2. wouldn’t they

3. don’t they

4. would they

36- If the weather -------------- good yesterday, I would have gone to the park.
1. were

2. be

3. had been

4. would be

3. managing

4. management

37- He is responsible for the ………… of the office.
1. manages

2. manager

38- Television is entertaining; …….., it is sometimes instructive.
1. otherwise

4  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. moreover

3. as a result
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4. on the contrary
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39- The underlined part in the following sentence is a(n) ……….. clause.

“Jack, who does not like getting up so early, is complaining now.”
1. verb

2. noun

3. adverb

4. adjective

40- The doctor advised that ……………………
1. Mary is remaining in the hospital

2. Mary remains in the hospital

3. Mary remain in the hospital

4. Mary remained in the hospital

41- There were ………………….salt in the water that we couldn’t drink it.
1. so many

2. so much

3. such many

4. such

42- I asked for his idea but he refused to comment ------------- my project.
1. on

2. to

3. for

4. with

3. with

4. to

43- He was really grateful ------------ what I did for him.
1. for

2. at

44- We only went on a short trip because we didn’t have ………to take a long one.
1. enough money

2. money enough

3. too money

4. too many money

45- We went for a walk after we finished …………up the kitchen.
1. to clean

2. cleaning

3. clean

4. being cleaning

46- ………her homework, she sat down to watch television.
1. having finished

2. after finished

3. finishes

4. finished

47- You look pale. You ------------ see a doctor as soon as possible.
1. might

2. may

3. shall

4. should

48- She is the person ……….
1. for whom I worked a lot

2. for him I worked a lot

3. whom I worked a lot for him

4. whom for I worked a lot

49- His pity ………all stray animals led him to denote money for an animal shelter.
1. of

4  از4 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. to

3. on
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4. for
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